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Abstract
This thesis is about transmission lines in Saudi Arabia. Calculations on voltage drop
and power losses are described with models called short transmission lines, medium
transmission lines and long transmission lines.
The types of insulators and conductors used in Saudi Arabia are described. Important
requirements of insulators, contamination of insulators, ways to measure the
contamination and methods to face contamination are described.
The types of transmission line towers are described.
The corona effect is described including factors and conditions affecting the corona
effect. The corona effect on communication lines and methods of reducing the corona
effect are described.
Protection of transformers against faults occurring in the electric power system has
been described including transformer differential protection, and restricted earth fault
protection.
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1- INTRODUCTION:

The electrical transport networks serve as the arteries of the electric power systems,
where it can be out of her way power transmission over long distances from places
generation to consumption centers of economic cost and high artistic techniques, and
most of the electrical transmission lines are designed to operate on a three-phase
system of two types:
1-Three phase single wire system
2-Three phase double wire system
Also, most of the electrical transmission lines overhead line are non-insulated
connectors used with air as insulator.
* The properties of electric transmission lines :
The properties of the electric transmission lines in transactions that define the
electrical performance of the lines where they can express this performance four
transactions are the physical resistance of the line (R), and the physical resistance of
ground (G), Line reactance (XL), and the electrical capacitance of the line (C).

Overhead lines and underground cables are used for transferring the electrical power
in Saudi Arabia. Coming from the generating stations and transformer stations
through various efforts to reach the consumption areas.
Comparison between overhead lines and underground cables:
Comparison
Cost
Crash
Maintenance
Loss of ability
Location

Overhead lines
Cheap
Easy to repair and locate
the problem
Not expensive
Much
Outside city
Table.1
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Underground cables
Expensive
Hard to repair and locate
the problem
Expensive
Few
Inside city

The transmission lines are considered as the backbone upon which the electrical
system in the integrity and strength, which is facing tough, challenges due to the wide
geographical area that pass by and the rigors of the terrain and climate. So do not be
surprised, that the transmission lines are the most important assets in Saudi Electricity
Company to raise the level of performance consistently.

Transmissions and distribution networks in Saudi Arabia
(Based on the first quarter of 2015)

Statement
Number of transformer
stations
Transportation capacity
transformers(MVA)
(based on the first
quarter of2015)
Length of Distribution
networks(13.8 to
69kv)(km)
Energy sold (MWH)

Central
region
269

East region

West region

South region

Total

150

255

81

755

81,370

59,998

68,798

20,742

230,90

87,698

46,556

74,448

46,523

255,21

84,2651,34

25,559,880

82,318,081
82,359,121
Table.2
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270,502,

2- TYPES OF TRANSMISSION LINES IN SAUDI ARABIA.
1- Short transmission line: These lines do not exceed the length of 80km with voltage
less than 33kv the representable most lines in Arab countries.
1- Poles
2-cables
3- Insulators
4- Fulcrum screws to install the wire
5- Grounding devices columns
Install wiring necessary on the surface of the Earth distance and wires and other lines
and buildings, moreover These columns should possess not only to carry the wire, but
also to resistance caused by weather as snow and trees on the electrical transmission
line effects, the columns of the rods cross-sectional consists of mechanical strength
sufficient Vertical and lists that prove the wire through the insulation, it can be
designed low voltage transmission line column without transverse rods and wires to
be installed across the insulators placed on the hooks to the menus.
In addition to the transfer of low-voltage power line there will be other circles
hanging on a transmission line or installed by zero line column, in some cases, prove
them dedicated to feeding exterior lighting lamps at the central leadership of this wire
external lighting wire. And the low transmission lines ingredients in descending order
as follows:
- Transmission line capacity
- Ground Line
-Wires for street lighting. Usually designed transmission line of low voltage of wood
or reinforced concrete power poles. In such lines we can neglect of parallel
transactions due to the weakness of its value and sufficiency resistance and reactance
line.
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2-1 SHORT TRANSMISSION LINES.

Figure 1 Short transmission line

Figure2 Equivalent Circuit for short line
which is:
- Sending end voltage per phase.
- End voltage per phase receiving
IL – Line current
R – Line resistance per phase.
XL- Line reactance per phase.
ΔV- Line voltage drop per phase.
- Active power at receiving end.
- Apparent power at receiving
∅ - Power factor at receiving end.
- Active power at sending.
- Apparent power at sending end.
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- Reactive power at sending end.
∅ - Power factor at sending end.

Figure 3 equivalent circuit of transmission line
Which is:
-Line voltage at receiving end.
- Line impedance.
- Resistive drop in phase with.
- Reactive drop in 90 shifted IL

.

* The voltage at sending
For calculate voltage at sending first you must calculate the value
of voltage drop:
ΔV = RIL cos∅R + XLIL sin∅R:
voltage at sending is: VS ≈

+ ΔV

cos∅R

sin∅R

The angle of power factor at sending is:

∅

∅

∅
10

2

∅R

∅R

2

* Voltage Regulation of line
It is the percentage difference between the voltage at the
transmitter and receiver.
∆V (%) = (

-

)/

* 100

* Power losses of the line
Cause all of the resistance R and reactance XL line in the loss of a
large amount of active power (P) and (Q) Reactive power
especially when the transport effort low. And in view of the
exponential between the lost capacity and square mainstream.
Which could calculate the effective and reactive power as
following below.

To reduce the lost capacity, it does raise the voltage on the
transmission lines the greater the length of the line in order to
reduce the current in the limits of the economic potential of the
transportation cost. In addition, the total cost would be reduced,
because the less power the user-sectional area less and thus the
transmission towers will be reduced, thus reflected on the total
cost.
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* Efficiency of transmission line
The efficiency of the transmission line represents the ratio between
the effective powers transmitted on the line, which reaches the
consumer, the effective capacity generated at the transmitter.

 (%)=

/

∗ 100

2-2 Medium of transmission lines in Saudi Arabia:
If the length between 80-240km .the medium of transmission line deemed
concentrated where you cannot neglect electrical capacitance ( C ).but it should be in
the middle of the line point and divided each of the resistance and reactance t identical
halves. Which is the most popular type used between the cities in Saudi Arabia.
Where can represent the medium of transmission lines in two ways:
1- T- Method:
This is when we consider the circuit capacitive reactance is concentrated in the center
of the line between the two halves of resistance and reactance Line.

Figure 4 Average electric transmission line on the way T connects between the
generator and the load
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Figure 5 District's equivalent average for the line shape of T

In this way you will not have any effect capacitive reactance on the voltage drop
when the transmission coefficient and the organization.

2-3 Long transmission line
the lines that length of more than 240 km and have basic elements distributed
along the line and not grouped in one or two points so as to ensure the
accuracy of the accounts. This type is connecting between Saudi Arabia and
Syria and Egypt from the north border and Yemen from south border. [5]

Figure 6 long transmission line

3- Grid in Saudi Arabia overview of transmission network:
Transmission and distribution stations are used to reduce the voltage value of
the transfer effort to partition and distribution efforts. And substations contain
(Switch Yar) addition to the building has a control rooms and the rest of the
station Systems.
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Figure 7 showing the main idea of the grid in Saudi Arabia
Can be divided into transport and transfer stations to the three main types:
1- Outdoor substations:
In this type separation equipment and connectivity are in the open squares and
uses this type of
Stations for the efforts of the top division effort. (380,132kv)
2- Gas Insulated Substation:
In this type of substation is insulated by gas (SF6), especially for (33,69kv).
The transmission lines voltage in Saudi Arabia is between (380kv-132kV).
And the distribution of electric power from generating stations to transport
users in their positions through the electric grid. There are at each generating
station master transform known as substations to the lifting of the effort that
produced by the generator, which does not exceed the 400kv. High voltage is
determined by the value of the length of the transmission line and the amount
of energy transferred. The objective of raising the voltage at the power
transmission is to reduce the amount of energy lost in transmission lines,
where the amount of losses commensurate with the current that carries these
lines box. This is the law to calculate the energy lost (

=

*R) It is

understood that a certain percentage raise the voltage reduces the current value
by the same percentage on the assumption that the stability of the amount of
14

energy and therefore the amount of loss inversely proportional with the
voltage box. The choice of the value of the transport effort on the distance
between the power plant and distribution locations and the amount of energy
transferred the greater the distance and increased the amount of energy as
required to increase the voltage. At the end of the line high voltage begins to
reduce the effort in a gradual and not all at once, as is the case when the power
plant where are created several sub-stations at large residential and industrial
clusters to reduce the voltage to the level of medium voltage (380 kV . 132
kV) and the transfer of medium voltage power distribution lines electrical substations distributed smaller when the weight of the agglomeration centers of
these stations and in turn reducing the medium voltage to low voltage (13.8
kV).
Finally, the distribution of electric power to homes, factories and other
facilities after they are reduced to the low voltage to the level of effort which
you are working on various domestic and industrial electrical appliances, a
400 \ 230 volts. Or 220/ 127 V
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Figure8 Grid in Saudi Arabia overview of transmission network
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3-1 Types of equipment inside the stations (Transportation – Distribution)
Used to connect electrical circuits from inside and
outside of station, as well as to connect the keys
yard equipment.
Used to separate or connect the electrical circuit on
load.
Used to separate or connect the electrical circuit
without load. Mainly used to secure the separation
of electrical circuits during Maintenance operation.
Used to unload cargo from the electrical
line to the ground
Insurance and ensure the absence of any effort
Line.
It is used to reduce the current value to
small values of protection devices
And Measurement and Control.
Used to dump the effort to increase
resulting from lightning or increase
Voltage resulting from the separation and
delivery operations in addition to the
Protection of its isolation from collapsing under the
effect of increasing the voltage.
Used to reduce short circuit current.
Using high-voltage lines and the control
voltage value
During light loads until not to increase the
voltage value at the end of
Line.
Used to prevent high-frequency waves to
enter the other areas in
Station
Capacitors are used in parallel to
compensate for inefficient capacity in case
Loads with low power factor.
Used to raise or reduce the voltage.
Used to control at voltage value between 5%.
Table.3
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Bus Bars
Circuit Breakers
Insulators or Disconnect
Switch
Earthling Switch

Current Transformer
Lightening Arrestors

Series Reactors
Shunt Reactors

Trap Line
Shunt Capacitors
Power Transformer
Tap Changer

Figure 9 some pictures of equipment inside the stations[5].
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4- Electrical Insulators and Conductors:
(4-1 Electrical Insulators):
Electrical Insulators are considered one of the main components in
electric transmission lines and it is one of the factors affecting the
operating and maintenance cost.
Insulators are exposed to large voltage operation and also
because of the wave resulting from thunderstorms and the extra
effort where studies showed that 80% of the failures of
transmission lines are because of the inability to afford Insulators
operating voltage.
(4-2 important requirements of Insulators):
1- Mechanical durability.
2- Not affected by temperature.
3- Insulation quality.
(4-3 Types of Insulators)
1- Cap and Pin. (Made from porcelain or glass)
2- Long rod.
3- Suspension insulators.
4- Tension insulators.
5- Displacement insulators.
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Some insulators pictures used in Saudi Arabia below.

Figure 10 suspension insulator
http://www.r-infinity.com/RingedStyles/
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Figure 11 suspension insulator

Figure 12 can and pin insulator
http://www.contune-intl.com/toughen-glass-disc-insulators/
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Figure 13 long rod insulators.
http://www.ustudy.in/node/1096

4-4 Contamination of insulators
Contamination of electrical insulators is considered one of the most
important problems that occur on transmission lines and it takes
considerable time to fix it.
There are five types of contanimation:
1- Salt contamination.
2- Industrial contamination.
3- Agricultural contamination.
4- Desert contamination. (Common in Saudi Arabia).
5- Mixed contamination
.
4-5 Ways to measure the contamination of insulators
Equivalent Salt Deposit Density (ESDD) and Non-Soluble Deposit
Density (NSDD) are considered one of the most important
elements show the rate of pollution on transmission line.
4-6 Safe way to face contamination problems
22

The best way to face insulations contamination is (Leakage
Distant) to let the current goes so easily from transmission line. We
have a three ways to facing the contamination:
1- Using Anti Fog insulators: this kind is allowing the
contamination to stay and hardly to clean it.
2- Semi-conducting glse: This method relies to raise the
temperature through small pass of the current.
3- Using insulators rubber: the advantage of this feature Insulators
do not let water droplets collect and not to allow the composition of
DC.
4-7 Conductors
The use of electricity from the most important influential aspects of
life and economic elements since invented. And it has established
the first power transmission line in Germany in 1884 by 59 km
long and was transferred DC power. In 1886 was made the first
system for the transfer AC power and it was by copper wire is used
in the transmission and distribution since that time. In 1895 used
aluminum wire (ACC) and continued development of the electric
field to this day.
STANDARD SPECIFICATION OF TRANSMISSION LINE:
Such we know Saudi Electricity Company a large company divided
to four branches. Some of these branches have different
conductors.
1-Eastern region. (ACAR)
2-Western region. (AAAC)
3-Central region. (ACAR-ACSR)
4-Southern region. (AAAC)
- ACSR: Aluminum Conductor Steel Reinforced.
-AAAC :All Aluminum Alloy Conductor.

- ACAR: Aluminum Conductor Aluminum Alloy Reinforced .
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ACSR

Code word
Conductor size

Stranding
(nos./mm)

Kcmil
Nominal
Aluminum
Area(mm^2)
Actual crosssectin(mm^2)
Aluminum
Steel

795
402.3

454.5
54/3.08
7/3.08

Nominal overall diameter(mm)

27.72

Rated strength (UTS)(KN)

125.24

Calculated DC resistance at
20C(Ω/km)Maximum

.07192

Nominal conductor
mass(kg/km)

1522

Ampacity(A)

640
Table 4

* Towers one of the important component of the transmission line:
- Factors that affect the design of electrical towers
1- Voltage
2- The number of constituencies held by the tower.
3- Weather and its impact as (wind – snow…)
4- Distance between conductors.
5- Distance between towers.

4-8 Types of towers used in Saudi Arabia.
1- Suspension towers, where these towers constitute 80% of the
total number of towers in the line and used in load connectors.[11]
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Figure 14 Suspension Tower

2- Tension towers.[7]

Figure 15 Tension Towers
3- Transposition Towers: Where phases are exchanged at distances
of equal length of the line to create equivalent, Capacitance and
inductance in the three line length phases.
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Figure 16 Transposition Towers
4- Angle Towers.[9]

Figure 17 Angle Towers
http://www.changanjjtt.com/en/Products/Angle/

5- Terminal Towers: Used at the beginning and end of the
transmission line.
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Figure 17 Terminal Towers

http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/terminal-sealingend-tower-for-the-medway-cable-tunnel-on-newsphoto/106436485

Figure18Map of transmission lines in Saudi Arabia
http://www.geni.org/globalenergy/library/energyissues/saudi%20arabia/index.shtml
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5-Corona
A corona is a partial discharge and takes place at the surface of a transmission line
conductor when the electrical stress, that is, the electric field intensity (or surface
potential gradient), of a conductor exceeds the breakdown strength of the surrounding
air. In such a no uniform field, various visual manifestations of locally confined
ionization and excitation processes can be viewed. These local breakdowns (i.e.,
corona or partial discharges) can be either of a transient (non-self-sustaining) or
steady-state (self-sustaining) nature. These manifestations are called coronas due to
the similarity between them and the glow or corona surrounding the sun (which can
only be observed during a total eclipse of the sun). In nature the corona phenomenon
can also observed between and within electrically charged clouds. According to a
theory of clouds electrification such a corona is not only the effect but also the cause
of appearance of charged clouds and thus of lighting and thunder storms.[4]

5-1 Factors and condition effecting Corona
The phenomenon of corona is affected by the physical state of the atmosphere as well
as by the conditions of the line. The following are the factors upon which corona
depends:
(i) Atmosphere:
As corona is formed due to ionization of air surrounding the conductors, there-fore, it
is affected by the physical state of atmosphere. In the stormy weather, the number of
ions is more than normal and as such corona occurs at much less voltage as compared
with fair weather.
(ii) Conductor size:
The corona effect depends upon the shape and conditions of the conductors. The
rough and irregular surface will give rise to more coronas because unevenness of the
surface decreases the value of breakdown voltage. Thus a stranded conductor has
irregular surface and hence gives rise to more corona that a solid conductor.
(iii) Spacing between conductors:
If the spacing between the conductors is made very large as Compared to their
diameters, there may not be any corona effect. It is because larger distance between
conductors reduces the electro-static stresses at the conductor surface, thus avoiding
corona formation.
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(iv) Line voltage:
The line voltage greatly affects corona. If it is low, there is no change in the condition
of air surrounding the conductors and hence no corona is formed.
Corona effects on communication lines.
Corona has many advantages and disadvantages. In the correct design of a high
voltage overhead line, a balance should be struck between the advantages and
disadvantages.
Below are the Advantages and disadvantages of Corona.
Advantages:




Due to corona formation, the air surrounding the conductor becomes
conducting and hence virtual diameter of the conductor is increased. The
increased diameter reduces the electro-static stresses between the conductors.
Corona reduces the effects of transients produced by surges.

Disadvantages:




Corona is accompanied by a loss of energy. This affects the transmission
efficiency of the line.
Ozone is produced by corona and may cause corrosion of the conductor due
to chemical action.
The current drawn by the line due to corona is non-sinusoidal and hence nonsinusoidal Voltage drop occurs in the line. This may cause inductive
interference with neighboring Communication lines.

Methods of reducing corona effect
It has been seen that intense corona effects are observed at a working voltage of 33
kV or above.
Therefore, careful design should be made to avoid corona on the sub-stations or busbars rated for 33kV and higher voltages otherwise highly ionised air may cause flashover in the insulators or between the phases, causing considerable damage to the
equipment. The corona effects can be reduced by the following methods:
(i) By increasing conductor size. By increasing conductor size, the voltage at which
corona occurs is raised and hence corona effects are considerably reduced. This is
one of the reasons that ACSR conductors which have a larger cross-sectional area are
used in transmission lines.
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(ii) By increasing conductor spacing. By increasing the spacing between conductors,
the voltage at which corona occurs is raised and hence corona effects can be
eliminated. However, spacing cannot be increased too much otherwise the cost of
supporting structure (e.g., bigger cross arms and supports) may increase to a
considerable extent.

5-2 Corona Loss
Corona loss is the other major type of power loss in transmission lines. Essentially,
corona loss is caused by the ionization of air molecules near the transmission line
conductors. These coronas do not spark across lines, but rather carry current (hence
the loss) in the air along the wire. Corona discharge in transmission lines can lead to
hissing/cackling noises, a glow, and the smell of ozone (generated from the
breakdown and recombination of O2 molecules). The color and distribution of this
glow depends on the phrase of the AC signal at any given moment in time. Positive
coronas are smooth and blue in color, while negative coronas are red and spotty. [5]
Corona loss only occurs when the line to line voltage exceeds the corona threshold.
Unlike resistive loss which where amount of power lost was a fixed percentage of
input, the percentage of power lost due to corona is a function of the signal's voltage.
Corona discharge power losses are also highly dependent on the weather and
temperature. The power loss due to corona is given by: [12]
Where:
242.2

25

²
3.9211
273
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Example: assume that the line operates at 345kv at 60 Hz and the line length in 50 mi.
the atmosphere pressure is 74cm and the temperature is 10°∁ and if the irregular factor
of the conductors is 0.90in each case.
a- Determine the disruptive critical rms line voltage.
b- Determine the total fair weather corona loss for the line by using Peek's formula.
Solution:
a.

= 1.0253

V= 21.1
= 21.1 x 1.0253 x 0.90 x 1.5 ln

.

= 172.4kv/phase
b242.2

60 25
1.0253

1.5
199.2
550

172.4

= 12.1146 kw/mi/phase
Or for total length
P = 12.1146 x 50 = 605.7 kw/phase
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6: TRANSFORMER PROTECTION SYSTEM
6-1: Buchholz Relay:

It is providing protection against all kinds of incipient faults, such as – insulation
failure of winding, core heating, fall of oil level due to leaky joints etc. It placed in the
connecting pipe between main tank and conservator. The upper elements consists of a
mercury type switch attached to a float to alarm circuit and the lower element contains
a mercury switch mounted on a hinged type flap to trip the circuit breaker in case of
internal faults.[13]

6-2: PROTECTION OF THE TRANSFORMER AGAINST THE FAULTS
OCCURRING IN THE SYSTEM.
Protecting the transformer itself against the effects of system faults, three types of
Disturbances (apart from overloads) have to be provided for. These are:
(1) Short circuits
(2) High-Voltage, High-Frequency disturbances including lightning
(3) Earth faults
To this list could be added ferroresonance, which can occur under certain conditions
In any system containing capacitance and inductance elements such as those
Associated respectively with cables and transformers. The problem usually arises
When some external system disturbance causes a transformer to go into saturation
Thus greatly changing its inductance. This may lead to excess voltages and currents
Arising on the system which can cause damage to transformers and other plant.
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Although certain protective equipment may operate under ferroresonance conditions,
Ferroresonance is not normally regarded as a ‘fault’ in the normal sense of the word,
Rather as a condition to be avoided by careful system design. The non-linearity of
Core steel is a property which exists and cannot be eliminated. Whilst the design of
Transformers to operate at low flux densities might reduce the likelihood of core
Saturation, this would lead to very uneconomic designs and it is generally considered
That it would have very little effect on the conditions which can lead to
Ferroresonance. System short circuits may occur across any two or even three lines,
Or, if the neutral point is solidly earthed, between any one line and the earthed
Neutral. The effect of a system short circuit is to produce over currents, the magnitude
Of which are dependent on the short-circuit level of the system feeding the fault, the
Voltage which has been short circuited, the impedance of the circuit up to the fault
And the impedance of the fault itself. The short-circuit currents produce very high
Mechanical stresses in the equipment through which they flow, these stresses being
Proportional to the square of the currents. The magnitude of these short-circuit
Currents can be limited by increasing the system impedance, usually incorporating
This into the supply transformers. Unfortunately increasing the system impedance
Increases the regulation and this is not usually acceptable because of its effect on
System performance and operation. On EHV and HV systems close control of system
Voltage is required in order to control power and VAr flows. On HV and MV
Systems there are close statutory limits on voltage variation at consumers supply
Terminals which are necessary to ensure that the consumer’s equipment will function
Correctly, particularly the starting of motor drives. Although on the EHV and HV
Systems the transmission authorities are able to make use of on-load tap changers on
Transformers and other devices such as VAr.
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6.3 RESTRICTED EARTH FAULT PROTECTION (87REF)
System short circuits may occur across any two or even three lines, or, if the neutral
Point is solidly earthed, between any one line and the earthed neutral the effect of a
System short circuit is to produce over currents, the magnitude of which is
Dependent on the short-circuit level of the system feeding the fault, the voltage which
Has been short circuited, the impedance of the circuit up to the fault and the
Impedance of the fault itself. The short-circuit currents produce very high mechanical
Stresses in the equipment through which they flow, these stresses being proportional
To the square of the currents. The magnitude of these short-circuit currents can be
Limited by increasing the system impedance, usually incorporating this into the
Supply transformers.
1 -This protection shall be used for earth fault protection of solidly grounded
Windings of EHV transformers/grounding transformers.
2 -The relay shall be based on high-impedance principle and should be designed
For being stable under all external faults.
3-The relay shall not be affected by harmonics and DC components present in
The through fault currents under CT saturation.
4 -The relay shall be either voltage operated, current plus resistor calibrated or
Voltage calibrated type and shall have a suitable and continuously adjustable
Setting range.
5 -The stabilizing/setting resistor shall be only externally mounted type with
Wide range of variable flexibility setting range depending upon the type of
The relay.
6 -The current range of the relay shall be 10 to 40% of the rated current or
Equivalent in voltage calibrated relays.
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Figure 19: RESTRICTED EARTH FAULT PROTECTION (87 REF)

6.4 TRANSFORMER OVER-FLUXING (V/HZ) PROTECTION (24T)
1- The over fluxing relays shall be provided to protect the transformer from both
Over voltage and over fluxing conditions.
2- The over-fluxing relay shall be two-stage definite-time delay type.
3- The over fluxing withstand protection shall coordinate with over fluxing
Withstand capability of the transformer.
4- For all transformers the over fluxing withstand curve shall be under pre-hot
No load condition.
5- The protection shall be designed to trip the transformer on "last-resort"
Concept basis.
6- Company's approval should be specially obtained for relay range and setting
Selections.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

With all statements above, we have had a clear thinking about how the electrical energy
contained in transmission line to transformed the electrical power and finally
transmitted into every electric power consumers.
As we worked as trainers with Saudi Electricity Company for two months to see and
study how the transmission lines are great subject to write down about it. We finished
our points during these months. Also, we have got a good experience to working in
transmission station in Jeddah. We knew a lot of things about electrical power system.
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